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Abstract
In implementation science, contextual inquiry guides the implementation process for successful uptake of
evidence-based practices. However, the conceptualization and measurement of context varies across frameworks
and stakeholders. To move the field forward, future efforts to advance the understanding of context should
incorporate input from implementation stakeholders through co-creation, elicit stakeholders’ perspectives in
low- and middle-income countries (LMICs) to generate a more comprehensive list of determinants, and refine
inconsistencies in terminology to promote research synthesis. Greater conceptual clarity and generalizability in
contextual inquiry will enable improved communication and collaboration, thus facilitating a shift in focus to
development and evaluation of implementation strategies to improve healthcare and health outcomes.
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T

o realize the promise of scientific discovery, efforts
must carefully attend to the process of implementing
these discoveries.1 Implementation science, also
known as knowledge translation, has emerged as the discipline
focused on systematic approaches to overcoming the
research-to-practice gap. The field has grown exponentially
in recent years, as illustrated by the development of over
150 theoretical frameworks, established implementation
outcomes,2 taxonomies of implementation strategies,3,4 and
over 600 determinants of practice5 (ie, factors that might serve
as barriers or facilitators in the implementation process). The
core approaches within implementation science focus on (1)
engaging in contextual inquiry to understand the context for
implementation, (2) designing and selecting implementation
strategies based upon this inquiry, and (3) testing the
effectiveness of the selected implementation strategies.6 The
first step of contextual inquiry involves employing mixedmethods approaches to understand the context in which
implementation will occur and the fit between the innovation
and that context. This contextual inquiry is essential because
context guides the implementation process for successful
uptake of evidence-based practices. However, despite the
recognition of the importance of understanding context, the
conceptualization and measurement of “context” varies across
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studies and existing frameworks, which presents a challenge
for the advancement of implementation science. To advance
conceptual knowledge in implementation science, theoretical
development needs to focus on the iterative process of
theorizing that builds upon developed theory.7,8 The
definition of context and related contextual determinants are
not static. The study by Squires et al provides an example of
engaging in iterative processes for development of contextual
frameworks.9
To address the lack of consistency in definition of concept
and minimal stakeholder input in conceptualization, Squires
et al elicited health system stakeholders’ perspectives to further
elucidate the idea of context in implementation research.
Through semi-structured interviews with implementation
stakeholders (eg, implementation practitioners) and
implementation science researchers in Canada, Australia,
the United States, and the United Kingdom, they compiled
a comprehensive list of 16 contextual attributes (ie, domains)
comprised of 66 unique features (ie, specific constructs),
including: patient characteristics (eg, patient demographics),
health professional characteristics (eg, experience),
collaboration (eg, partnerships), culture (eg, organizational
culture), evaluation (eg, routinized feedback), facility
characteristics (eg, geography), financial considerations (eg,
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funding model), governance (eg, departmental approval),
leadership (eg, champions), organizational readiness for
change (eg, buy-in), professional role (eg, job autonomy),
resource access (eg, equipment), system features (eg,
organizational changes), work structure (eg, workflow),
political climate (eg, political climate generally), and
regulatory and legislative standards (eg, legal). Participants
from all countries described the importance of at least one
feature for each of the attributes, indicating consistency across
settings. These findings offer conceptual clarity regarding
implementation context from the stakeholder lens while
highlighting opportunities to further advance the field, as
outlined below.
Implications for Advancing Implementation Science and
Future Directions
First, the research amplifies the need to include stakeholders’
perspectives involved in implementation in the development
of implementation science frameworks. A recent review
on the development of implementation determinants
frameworks revealed that current contextual frameworks
were conceptualized through literature review of empirical
studies, authors’ own implementation experiences, or review
of existing theory, notably lacking input from stakeholders.10
In the study by Squires et al, the authors describe that only
implementation stakeholders discussed the feature of
“provincial responsibility” related to regulatory and legislative
standards. Researchers did not posit this determinant. Thus,
to yield a more robust understanding of contextual factors,
and implementation science theory in general, co-creation11
through engagement of a range of stakeholders in different
roles and functions for the development of a comprehensive
repository of attributes is paramount.
Second, the study by Squires et al underscores the need
to include stakeholders’ perspectives in low- and middleincome countries (LMICs) for framework development.
Implementation science frameworks aim to provide common
terminology and conceptual clarity across settings, but
important features and attributes vary across settings. For
example, researchers have suggested adaptations to the
Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research
(CFIR) to include additional constructs better-suited to
resource-limited settings and LMICs.12 The current study
only included participants in four high-income countries,
which limits the generalizability of the findings. To advance
efforts to provide conceptual clarity, future research should
elicit perspectives on context from stakeholders in LMICs.
Although some determinants may only apply to LMICs, this
elicitation of input would contribute to a more comprehensive
list of contextual factors.
Third, the findings emphasize the need for consistent
terminology in implementation science. When comparing
the results to the comprehensive Tailored Implementation for
Chronic Diseases’ checklist,5 a comprehensive checklist for the
identification of implementation determinants, Squires et al
propose a new contextual attribute for consideration: facility
characteristics. Facility characteristics refer to the geography,
type, and size of the facility. However, similar concepts
2

exist in other leading implementation science frameworks.
For example, the CFIR13 includes a domain for the inner
setting, referring to characteristics of the implementing
organization. Although CFIR does not explicitly articulate
facility characteristics as a construct, researchers often
conceptualize characteristics of a facility under this domain.
The current work offers an important insight by emphasizing
the importance of this attribute from the stakeholders’
perspective but illustrates an opportunity for improvement in
clarity. Inconsistent terminology in implementation science
can hinder the advancement of knowledge by limiting the
synthesis and application of concepts. Thus, a consolidation
of existing implementation determinant frameworks is
needed to refine terminology.14 Although consolidation may
lose the nuance in the phrasing of a contextual determinant,
consolidation will advance the field of implementation
science by contributing to fewer, more comprehensive lists
of contextual factors and effectively promoting collaboration
and communication among researchers and stakeholders.
Conclusion
Overall, the work provides conceptual clarity around the
idea of “context” with regard to knowledge translation and
implementation science. The findings contribute to a common
list of contextual factors and offer an advancement on previous
work. However, to create generalizability in the understanding
of context, and implementation science in general, future
efforts should include the input of stakeholders across settings
and refine inconsistencies in terminology. In turn, greater
generalizability on the concept of context will enable better
communication and collaboration between implementation
researchers and stakeholders, thus facilitating a shift in focus
to development and evaluation of implementation strategies
to improve health outcomes.
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